Mazdaspeed turbo

The Mazda3 Turbo is less of a hot hatch and more of a premium offering with some extra grunt.
The Mazdaspeed3 was a blisteringly fun car that took a regular ol' hatchback and gave it a big
juvenile kick in the powertrain. But the inexorable march of time affects us all, and in Mazda's
case, the automaker has grown up a lot over the past few years. It's no surprise, then, that
despite some impressive on-paper figures, the Mazda3 Turbo acts more like a retired hot hatch
that just wants to sit on the deck and grill all day. Maturity is the name of the game with the
Mazda3 Turbo, not hooliganism. Yes, its 2. Instead, the tuning makes the engine feel most at
home at lower revs, delivering its torque in a way that's far smoother than, say, a car that
attempts to friction-weld my back to the seat. No matter where the tachometer needle is, though,
the engine itself sounds great, with a hint of turbo whistle and a bass-heavy warble. The
six-speed automatic transmission's long gearing is, uh, geared toward non-sprightly situations.
When the going gets twisty, it takes a fair bit of time to work through each gear, and with torque
arriving early, the whole shebang feels like it peters out a bit at higher revs, which doesn't really
encourage rapid-fire pulls of the steering-wheel paddles. Switching into Sport mode holds gears
through corners and downshifts more aggressively under braking, in addition to perking up
throttle response. Looking for a manual transmission? Sorry, pal. I find the most satisfying
moments to come from highway on-ramps and shooting gaps in traffic, where that
effortlessness is best appreciated, rather than throwing my tester into a tight corner and trying
to squeeze every inch of the powertrain for more hustle. That's probably for the best, given the
Turbo's estimated fuel economy of 23 miles per gallon city and 31 mpg highway, which is only
OK for a compact hatchback. Even though sinuous forest two-lanes don't feel like the Mazda3
Turbo's favorite place to be, it's apparent that the car's chassis tuning is more than ready to
tackle these roads. The slightly stiffer front dampers mean lateral weight transfer doesn't feel
ponderous, and the new front knuckle makes for tight and responsive steering. Suitably thick
Bridgestone Turanza all-season tires make sure regular day-to-day driving prioritizes
smoothness -- a pleasant departure from nearly every other automaker's desire to wear the
thinnest rubber possible, which can turn a stiff-ish car from composure to consternation in a
hurry. The Mazda3 Turbo's standard all-wheel drive also promotes a balanced response when
exiting turns; I don't find any Mazdaspeed3 crab-walking nonsense here if I accidentally goose it
a little too early. Less dramatic? But you know who likes predictability and a lack of histrionics?
No matter how it drives, the Mazda3 Turbo looks absolutely bitchin' in my tester's five-door
form. The optional inch black BBS wheels look fab, too. Like every other Mazda3, it has a body
generally devoid of eye-searing sharp angles, instead opting for a more rounded appearance
that doesn't elicit a bunch of Gundam references, which alone is proof that the Mazda3 is
growing up. But no part of the Mazda3 exhibits maturity like the interior. Brands that position
themselves as premium could learn a thing or two. The design is simple, and what lines are
there aren't overwrought to hell and back. My tester's two-tone motif covers half the dashboard
in crimson leather that's soft and cushioned enough to fit in with the Germans. The Turbo's
speaker Bose audio system breaks up the leather with some flashy aluminum shrouds. Even the
switchgear on the wheel and center console feel expensive. Not bad for a car falling under the
average new-car transaction price. Even the tech is all grown up. It takes some getting used to,
since the dial on the center console is the sole way of interacting with the display, but owners
should find it sufficiently easy to master. I used to hit Mazda hard for its low-quality backup
cameras, but even that's been remedied; this Mazda3 Turbo shows what's behind me in high
definition, and there's even a surround-view monitor and parking sensors thrown into the mix.
It's all very impressive, considering you don't need to pile on options packages. The head-up
display is no longer relegated to a crappy piece of flip-up plastic, too. Once again, Mazda is
showing that it can do fancy better than some established luxury automakers, whether it's the
simple elegance of the infotainment system or the dashes of red leather throughout the cabin. I
haven't even broached the topic of safety yet. There's a whole bunch of standard kit here, too,
like automatic emergency braking that also works when reversing , blind-spot monitoring,
adaptive cruise control with stop-and-go capabilities, lane-departure warning and a new
hands-on Traffic Jam Assist that combines ACC with steering inputs when under 40 mph.
Nobody should have to sell the farm to pick up a Mazda3 Turbo, either. It might not be the
bonkers little hot hatch that Mazdaspeed aficionados were hoping for, but with ample torque
and a smooth delivery, the Mazda3 Turbo could be the right purchase for folks who aren't yet
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time and money on gaskets, studs, and the specialty parts. No CEL. Phenomenal turbo. Boost
holds all the way to redline, spools quick, and sounds amazing. Just looking at it compared to
the k04 you can tell it's much better quality and slightly bigger. Don't even need to know all the
numbers to notice that. All around am very happy with it. Can't wait to see what it can do on e I
just bought this a few days ago. I was not expecting what this is. I have seen many speeds get
whp safely and reliably without any meth, ethanol or port injection so I bought this one over the
other options. But oh boy I just got done installing this. I made a slow pull of only 11psi and this
thing sounds amazing. Ive never heard a turbo make such a noise. With the reliability, power
and awesome sounds it makes it gets 5 stars. Why would I not give it 5 stars? Amazing medium
turbo for the stock block. At first I was skeptical due to the long process of tuning it has taken
due to it being race season. I was coming from an E33 tune on the K But now on my second
revision on a E25 mix, I am loving the way it pulls. This is comparing it to the monster torque
early rpm K Yes it spools slightly later then the stocker, but it pulls up until redline. Unlike that
massive, uncontrollable surge you used to get. You may have hit hp and whatever torque, but
was it useful that low in the rpm range? If you decide to go built in the future, then you can have
fun with this now, and get CTS when you are. I've had this turbo for close to a year or whenever
they introduced the version one's and decided to come back and write a review. I love this
freaking turbo so much. It spools so good and man that whistle puts a smile on my face every
time. That's nuts to me. But this turbo, you won't be disappointed. First, although I'm giving five
stars because the product is superb, I considered giving four due to the difficulty of the install,
but decided it really wasn't fair to CorkSport. And it IS drop-in. No modifications necessary. But
the 4 hour install estimate is off by about percent, especially for a MS6 which has the transfer
case in the way and has had 10 years to weld all the various fasteners in place by natural
processes. If you don't have a history of wrenching on things for years and don't have a great
set of tools, beware. I don't think I would have attempted this if I didn't have a friendly mechanic
with a flatbed right down the street. None of this is CorkSport's fault and they provide excellent
instructions and help over the phone if you need it. It took me and a buddy about 36 hours over
three weekends to complete the removal and install. Patience, persistence, teamwork and a
sense of humor are key. We didn't break anything and the process wasn't horrible, but there
were are lot of "are you kidding me? Some specific tips from our experience: 1 One of the
bottom oil return flange bolts, although clearly visible, is next to impossible to remove. There is
zero clearance. Try using a zero offset box end wrench. It can be done and it's not that bad. It
took me standing on a 3 foot breaker bar to remove it once it was out of the car. OK, but what
about the turbo after it's installed, you ask? It's great, no buts. For one thing, my exhaust no
longer looks and smells like a BBQ run amok. To be fair, this is partly a symptom of poor
crankcase ventilation and oil control on the DISI motor, but less awful turbo bearings definitely
help. I'm still in the middle of an e-tune, and will provide an update when it's done. Even with a
sissy tune, the car is really strong from rpm. It sounds great, too. Finally, as with all CorkSport
products, this thing is so well made it makes me smile. One look at the stamped metal can that
is the OEM wastegate actuator compared to CorkSport's machined aluminum one is pretty
much representative of CS's philosophy. This is basically a "big or semi-big turbo" that bolts
right up without modifications. Just be sure you understand what you're getting into before you
start tearing things apart. Now that I've done it once, I could probably do it with a helper on a
younger MS3 in under 8 hours. I'd be more than happy to assist via phone or email. There are a
ton of resources out there for the MS3, not so much for the MS6. This turbo has transformed my
car with the inclusion of the Corksport 3 inch intake. Went from whp on the stock K04 to whp
and torque at 22psi so my target of 24psi should be fun, this is on 99ron pump fuel with an
e-tune from the master Justin j-tune. CorkSport definitely did their homework with this one.
Swapped the K04 for this with a built bottom end. This unit is more than enough to max the
stock fuel system with internal. I ran 24lbs on E30 mix all day long. Has excellent spool and
flows until you want to shift. Very very smooth unit with highly responsive wastegate. Would
recommend the other supporting mods to get max potential. Very very happy with my decision.
Amazing turbo!!!! The spool is quick and powerful! Install was direct replacement of the k04! I'm
very happy with my purchase. Replaced my K04 with thisturbo and so far so good im on my
second revision of my custom tune and its already way faster than my maxed out k04 tune.
Pulls till redline, sound really nice and is a direct replacement. The Corksport turbo is a great
replacement choice for your k04 if you have suffered from a smoky or blown turbo, or just want
more reliable power. My turbos blades had been damaged and were making a screaming noise
so I needed to replace that. Corksports turbo feels very much like the k04 but with more kick in
the upper middle RPMs. On my fully bolted Speed3 I am pushing 23psi making whp and wtq on
94 pump gas. The turbo definitely has more to give and I can easily see it running more boost
reliably. The instructions provided by CS are very detailed with great pictures, and are my go to

source for anytime I need to take something apart on my car. I attempted the install myself but
had to take the car to my mechanic as the downpipe I have cpe had gotten the best of me. This
turbo was actually his second CS turbo install that week! So far I have put km on the turbo and
have had no issues. Of course that is not a long time for something to be on a car but it has
definitely been an abusive km. Thank you Corksport for the wonderful product and your great
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